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Abstract: The rivers are affected by natural events and human interference to operation. Morning glory is an
important  water  conveyance  structure  for  dams.  This  spillway  has  three parts. Crest, shaft and tunnel.
Shaft can built vertical. In the earth embankment dams we prefer that concrete. Spillway doesn't build on the
body of dam. In this situation morning glory spillway is very useful. In morning glory spillway we can not use
water control structures such as gates. n this research with use results emersion and then with using method
Artificial neural network and Qnet2000 witch includes back propagation algorithm and multilayer perseptron
network, size of discharge coefficient in 3 different type (3 vortex breakers,6 vortex breakers and 12 vortex
breakers) and one generic case with using totally information is estimate. Then with using list and diagram and
with analysis data results is antiseptic. In the get resulted of 771 data, 55.93% salient network is near content
module. Normal error in stage is instruction 13.4% and stage verity 29.2%.
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INTRODUCTION is completely turbulent and makes small bubbles and their

According to importance of these spillways in dikes its energy. Therefore, the more is the lost energy the less
which the possibility of showing other spillway is is the risk of cavitation due  to  intense  fall  of  velocity.
expensive and impossible, using strategies to increase In this study, the cavitation risk is measured in spillways
discharge and discharge coefficient of morning glory in regard to three dimensionless parameters of Froude
spillway is so important, and also making the best use of number at several points of the spillway surface, the h/b
effective parameters can have more effect on increasing ratio for each step and number of steps for five different
discharge and discharge coefficient of morning glory types of spillway, and finally, the best type of spillway in
spillways.Fig. 1 shows view of morning glory spillway. regard to resistance against cavitation risk and concrete

Designing stepped canals goes back to 3500 years erosion on spillway surface is to be determined.
ago, and the Greek were the first people who designed Therefore, where the flow is supercritical (Froude number
them. Water flow loses a part of its kinetic energy while is greater than one) the cavitation risk is high. We try at
passing the steps, and as a result, the flow velocity is this study to find out to what distance from the beginning
decreased and aeration is increased in the spillway [1]. of the spillway would the durance and resistance of sub
Energy loss in stepped spillways is a key factor for critical flow (Froude number is smaller than one) continue.
minimizing erosion potential of the flow in their Subcritical flow is considered a safe flow due to the fact
downstream. The steps can significantly decrease the that the flow velocity is low in this case, and the less is
energy loss resulted from chute and eliminate the need to the  flow  velocity the less would be the cavitation risk.
establishment of energy loss system at downstream of All over the world, only one physical model of stepped
structure or decrease it significantly [1]. The flow on morning glory spillway has been examined so far 1945.
stepped spillways occurs in two skimming and nappe The tests conducted o this model in England have
forms. In high discharges, we have skimming flow and in indicated that the discharge capacity of the modeled
low and intermediate discharges nappe flow. Water flow stepped morning glory spillway is more than that of lady
on a stepped or unsmooth surface in earth dam spillways bower smooth spillway [1]. However, no analysis or study

development [2]. Such flow may depreciate a major part of
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Fig. 1: Veiw of the spillway

has been performed on cavitation on such spillway model. flow regime is totally different on them, B) chute spillways
At northeast of Australia, also, some small morning glory are rectangular from the top view, while upper section of
spillways have had a stepped level at their downstream, morning glory spillways is circle, C) because of circle
but no modeling test has been conducted on them [1]. section of morning glory spillways, the flow in such
Falvey  offered the cavitation number as the formula spillways is under more compression in comparison with
below  empirically for sloped steps of the chutes with chute spillways. Nohani studied the effect of putting
Lc/H >5: [3]. angle of vortex, number of vortex, and position of vortexes

=1.8(L /H) (1) that by increasing number of vortex, discharge coefficienti c
-0.7

Where Lc and H respectively are indicate the horizontal coefficient have a valuable effect. So that increasing of
distance and height of the loped step [4]. Hazzab et al. angle from continuation of central line makes increasing
have studied several hydraulic parameters including of discharge coefficient and also place of vortex
critical depth and specific energy for stepped spillways installation, effects on discharge coefficient [2]. Shafai
and presented equations in this regard [5]. Egemen et al. bajestan et al used artificial neural networks for
[3] have studied aeration on two types of smooth and determining evacuation of side spillways in the
stepped spillways and finally concluded that the mixture rectangular channels. Useable artificial neural networks
of water and air transferred in skimming flow regime is are type of several layer percpetron with learning law of
more  in  stepped  spillway  than  in smooth spillway [6]. error-back trepanation and square minimum technique. So
In another study, Barani et al. studied the energy loss on this coefficient in planning determines side spillways by
stepped spillway at different slopes and indicated that the creating function between parameters like frude number of
spillways with bigger steps and more discharge have more upstream of spillways, height of spillway to stream depth,
effect on energy loss [7]. Number of stepped spillways of length of spillway and so on. At the most statistical
chute type in the world is very high, and many modeling comparison from neural networks with 12 experiment
studies have also been conducted on them. One of the method indicated that artificial neural networks in able to
most reliable documents presented in this case is Dr. determine coefficient of evacuation of side spillways with
Chanson's book entitled "Hydraulic of Stepped Chutes more accuracy. So that the presentation of new solutions
and Spillways". But the present study includes spillways which have more precise predictions of exit discharge rate,
with circle sections called morning glory spillways; is needed. In this way, artificial neural network (ANN) as
therefore, the information related to stepped spillways of a member of smart system family is able to solving
chute type has no application in this study in this regard subjects like discharge. In same solution that theory
and the said information is not comparable with the hypothesis and measurement of laws on system look
information resulted from the present study. The flow hard, artificial neural network by having history of that is
process in morning glory spillways is different from valuable. This method has been trained with similar action
chutes due to the following reasons: A) chute spillways to human's brain and data processing related to behavior
have smooth and linear concrete surface, while morning of dynamic system and in puts an appropriate connection
glory spillways have completely curved surfaces, and the between data [2].

installation in morning glory spillways and then he found

in spillway will increase. lso angle of vortexes in discharge
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Artificial neural networks look likes natural neural
system and in fact this is an imitation of network brain of
human nerves. In this network, there is need for creating
a structure like biological structure of human brain and
body nerves networks such as brain to have power of
learning, repairing and deciding. The goal of these
structures by introduction the action of a dynamic system
are training the model and saving the way of system
action in model memory and also this is used for those Fig. 2: Schematic of neural system
cases that the model never met them. Artificial neural
networks are able to learning the connection between and error methods. Grids at next layer are related to each
events and opposite of other similar ways, there is no other completely. The entrance of one grid may be are
need to define these connections as direct rules. Artificial from other Grid entrance or exciting factors.  Each layer
neural systems are of the most useful researches topic has  one  transformer  layer.  Entrance are like are arrow
which is attracting   many scientists. Recent study in this (x1, x2, … xn) and each enter value were connect to aimed
subject illustrated this system have grate power to grid with using transformer function and finally, the
solving very hard and complex questions. Similar to continuity of weights are related to the consider grid with
human brain, this algorithm have ability to learn and using one  weight arrow W(w1, w2, … wn) W shows
capable of applying and used achieved experiment [1]. weight form last layer to considerable layer the existing
However this system is not able to compare human nerve layer were normal Y are calculated as below.
system but has same ability which was been divided to
the other programs, such as ability to learn convergence, Y=f(x, w-b) (2)
ability to develop and parallel process of entering network
and subsequently increasing velocity and admirable Where is X entering layer, W weight of layer and b is Bias
ability to govern high mistaken situation [2]. After 90 value. At inner each grid, processing function is producer
decade, neural system has wide applying at rain modeling function of this grid. At structure of transformer function,
and flow predicting of river. From these usages, river some different transformer function such as linear sigmoid
flood routing at study surface flow are more important. Axon, Bias Axon, linear Axon, tanh Axon, sigmoid Axon,
These systems are one processing information system linear tanh  Axon have been used, one of these are using
which are at layer and have been situated as parallel and horrid function (which is as below)
have ability to work as Human- Brain. The notice which is
as below, show this system. Processing of data has been
done at point named grid. Signal between Grids has been (3)
conveyed like Transitional line. Weight of each live show
its power. Each grid has activation function of Which f(t) is transfer function, n pure weight of entering
transformers in order to determination of output signal neuron, which show   length of linear graph of transformer
from network entering data artificial neural system, function (if t is large), the linear section were change, to
between algorithms of grids is introduced with relating the vertical shape and, in fact,  it have been transformed
weight and activated functions. Normal structure of one to the two variable limit function. In order to study
neural system has included one entering layer, middle accuracy of this system, two criteria (MSE) and r where
layer and outer layer. Fig. 2 shows Schematic of neural been used
system.

The entering layer is transforming layer and is a
device to produce data of the last layer or outer layer (4)
include prediction values with networks then introduce
output layer. Middle layer or (hidden layer) which is
combined of process section of data the number of hidden
layer or Grid at each layer has  been  clear  with  using  try NMSE is average error normal square which is as below
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Fig. 3: Detail of morning glory spillway in experiment setup

Fig. 4: Sketch of 3 vortex breakers

and Gousin, hyperbolic tangent and hyperbolic secant.

(5) ready for training level, will prepare for model. Data have

In this study we use of experiments data are to design completely. usable parameters as model inputs consist of
an  optimum  Cd (coefficient discharge). Fig. 3 shows water height on spillway, general depth in the reservoir,
Detail  of  morning  glory spillway in experiment setup and effective length of crest spillway, discharge of spillway,
Fig. 4 sketch of 3 vortex breakers. crest diameter and inset diameter which measure in

Acquainting with Model Qnet 2000: Qnet2000 software had been used as only exiting parameter of model.
as an instrument for construction and performance of
artificial neural networks model has been used to train and RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
analyze of data. Being strong connection between nodes
high spends, eases of designing and possibility of use in After determination of entrancing parameters with
wide range of offairs, are concession of this software. combination of several equations, different structures
After the installation of Qnet2000 software and selection have been determined in Table (1) indicates the
of related icon to that, there is a window makes user to differences between coefficient of solidarity and maximum
start training new model or validation or makes change on errors of these structures. According to Table (1)
It. In this window, number of hidden layers, number of structure of G-Hs with one hidden layer gives the best
entrancing parameters, number of nodes in hidden layer result. In this structure there is Gousin equation between
and also type of used transfer function between layers first layer and hidden layer and hyperbolic Secant
will determined. Transversal  functions  which describe equation between hidden layer and exiting layer.
between several layers  consist  of  sigmoid  functions Although,  structure  of   Ht-Hs   has   the   same  solitary

The files of entrancing and exiting data which have been

been classified in proportion of 30 to 10. About 10% of
data are used to model training and 30% of them for
validation these data separations must be at random

laboratory and quantity of spillway discharge coefficient
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Table 1: Combination of entrancing and determination of the best structure
of functions for Morning glory spillway

Step of validation Step of training
---------------------------- --------------------------- Type of
Std.dev % (R ) Std.dev % (R ) structure2 2

2.6394 0.9604 2.2219 0.9815 S-S
2.2071 0.9802 1.2790 0.9922 S-G
2.5176 0.9444 1.4191 0.9900 S-Ht
2.6312 0.9548 1.0779 0.9962 S-Hs
1.9601 0.9773 1.1144 0.9933 G-S
1.8412 0.9850 1.0116 0.9959 G-Ht
1.5825 0.9907 0.9066 0.9959 G-Hs
2.3875 0.9806 1.5964 0.9882 Ht-S
1.8954 0.9852 1.1781 0.9933 Ht-G
1.7859 0.9861 1.5726 0.9878 Ht-Ht
1.6345 0.9907 1.3263 0.9932 Ht-Hs
2.7364 0.9622 1.3040 0.9895 Hs-S
1.7866 0.9848 1.1933 0.9923 Hs-Ht
2.5908 0.9330 0.9869 0.9967 Hs-Hs

Fig. 5: Percentage of share of entrancing parameters of
final structure in morning glory spillway

Fig. 6: Comparison of measured quantities and exit of
model in the morning glory spillway-training level

coefficient with selected structure in validation level, but
the maximum error in both validation and training is more
than structure of G-Hs. Here it is tried to find a general
position with best structure for morning glory spillway
with every special data of this spillway. It means that
other numbers of vortexes, thickness of vortex, angle of
vortex, length of crest should not be fixed. It means that
this structure can be selected as a main structure for
morning glory spillway.

Fig. 7: Comparison of measured quantities and exit of
model in morning glory spillway- validation level

Share percentage of every entrancing parameter has
been shown in Figure 5.

Figures 5 and 6 show how to comparison of exiting
amounts  of  artificial  neural network model with
measured  amounts  in  order  for  related data to
validation and training level. Like figure 6 model exit
mostly  has  a  good  comparison with measured data.
This   comparison    indicated   high   accuracy  of model
in  prediction  of  discharge  amounts  in  the training
level.  Figure  7  also  compares the measured amounts
and simulation of discharge coefficient for validation
level.

CONCLUSION

In the spillway with 3, 6 and 12 vortex breakers with
general position which were studied using
experiences  data,  there  are  4   entrancing
parameters  are  effective  including of water height
on  spillway,  general  depth reservoir, effective
length of crest spillway and discharge of spillway in
simulation.
From exiting amounts of model and measured
amounts  in  general of morning glory spillway,
shares  the   comparison  of  exiting  of  model with
measured  data  in most parts. So rate of error is
%13.4  in  training  level  and %29.2 in validation
level.
The distribution of outputs in model, the number of
data which are equal to %55.93 of outputs, has a
close prediction to real answer and show the
accuracy of calculating model.
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